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Abstract

Stray light (flare) is formed inside cameras by inter-

nal reflections between optical elements. We point out

a flare effect of significant magnitude and implication to

snapshot hyperspectral imagers. Recent technologies en-

able placing interference-based filters on individual pixels

in imaging sensors. These filters have narrow transmission

bands around custom wavelengths and high transmission

efficiency. Cameras using arrays of such filters are com-

pact, robust and fast. However, as opposed to traditional

broad-band filters, which often absorb unwanted light, nar-

row band-pass interference filters reflect non-transmitted

light. This is a source of very significant flare which biases

hyperspectral measurements. The bias in any pixel depends

on spectral content in other pixels. We present a theoret-

ical image formation model for this effect, and quantify it

through simulations and experiments. In addition, we test

deflaring of signals affected by such flare.

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral imagers are increasingly used in com-

puter vision [3, 5, 6, 14, 20, 25, 27, 29], as in other

imaging domains, e.g. remote sensing [15], ecology [21,

30] and biomedical imaging. Various architectures of

hyperspectral cameras have different tradesoffs of spa-

tial/spectral/temporal resolutions and light gathering effi-

ciency (i.e., signal to noise ratio). For example, RGB cam-

eras have high spatiotemporal resolution but poor spectral

resolution (only three wide bands). Line-scan hyperspec-

tral cameras have high spatio-spectral resolution but scan-

ning slows acquisition, hence limiting temporal resolution.

Recent technological developments enable snapshot hyper-

spectral cameras (SHYCs) which are fast, compact, robust

and especially suitable for autonomous vehicles. They are

based on a set of pixel-sized narrow-band interference fil-

ters that are mounted directly over high-resolution sensors,

behind a lens [1, 11, 17, 23, 28]. SHYCs sacrifice some

Figure 1. An example of 16 narrow-band interference filters [26]

mounted onto a detector array in the Imec SNm4x4 VIS sensor.

Each batch of 16 filters is mounted in a mosaic of 4 × 4 pixels,

which generalizes the 2× 2 Bayer pattern of RGB cameras. Such

a sensor trades off spatial resolution for increased spectral resolu-

tion. However, interference filters are highly reflective. [Insert]

The XIMEA MQ022HG-IM-SM4X4-VIS C-mount camera that

features this sensor, used in our experiments.

spatial resolution for spectral resolution, as shown in Fig. 1.

In this paper we show that such sensors bear a significant

degradation (see Fig. 2): stray light (flare), which is much

stronger than lens-flare encountered in traditional technolo-

gies. Hyperspectral cameras generally seek to resolve well

defined, narrow spectral bands. However, the transmitted

signal energy decreases as a pass-band narrows. Hence,

there is an important need for efficiency of light transfer,

minimizing energy loss in the spectral band that passes to

the detector. Meeting these two needs can be engineered

using established theory and tools, based on interference.

Interference filters have very efficient optical transfer, and

can yield very narrow bands. These filters are sometimes

termed Fabry-Pérot (FP) etalons [7]. However, we point

out a caveat in the context of imaging: FP filters in use have

very high reflectivity. This leads to very strong flare.

Flare also exists in everyday RGB cameras and has been

studied both in the computer vision and graphics communi-
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Figure 2. [Left] In standard RGB cameras, filters are absorptive.

Lens-flare is a weak second-order effect, of significance only if the

source is very bright. [Right] Interference filters used in a snap-

shot hyperspectral camera (SHYC) are highly reflective, creating

strong flare from ordinary scene points.

ties. However, regular cameras use absorbing filters. Then,

flare stems from internal lens reflections, requiring at least

two bounces in the lens system to reach the camera (See

Fig. 2). It is thus termed lens-flare and is significant only

when originating from strong light sources, e.g., sunlight.

Contrary to that, as we show, interference filters reflect light

so strongly, that even a single-bounce from a lens results in

strong flare. We analyze the image formation and demon-

strate through simulations and experiments that the magni-

tude of flare induced by interference filters (FIIF) is several

percents of the desired signal.

Lens flare - independent of FIIF - has been modelled [8]

and analyzed in computer vision, optics and computer

graphics literature. Ref. [22] proposes a method for assess-

ing and subtracting lens-flare using an external movable oc-

cluding mask. Lens flare typically lies on straight lines [12],

passing through the image-plane projection of the optical

axis and the light source (sun). Using this insight and a

few images taken while the camera moves, lens-flare can be

partly estimated, compensated for and even exploited for as-

sessing these geometric entities [12]. This is useful for com-

puter vision. These approaches can be used also to partly

counter FIIF. Lens-flare removal has been considered us-

ing additional methods, including light-field cameras [18],

Bayesian [24] or exemplar-based image-inpainting [4].

2. Theoretical Background

In this section we describe prior optical models that have

thus far been considered separately: the optical transfer of

interference-based spectral filters, and lens flare in cameras.

In Sec. 3, flare is shown to be much stronger when these

optical filters are used inside a camera.

Figure 3. An FP etalon comprises a dielectric medium having in-

dex of refraction n and thickness d between reflective (partial mir-

ror) surfaces having reflectance R. Various reflection orders inter-

fere. Overall FP transmissivity and reflectivity can be designed for

narrow pass-bands.

2.1. FabryPérot Filters

A simple model for an FP etalon is as follows [9]. A

layer of lossless dielectric material has refractive index n
and thickness d. Light of wavelength λ passing through the

layer at angle θc relative to the normal accumulates phase

δ =
2πn

λ
d cos θc . (1)

Suppose the layer is sandwiched between two mirrors. Each

mirror has intensity reflectivity R, i.e. reflection is partial.

Consequently, light which is inside the dielectric layer is

partly trapped there, being reflected multiple times (up to

infinity) back and forth between the mirrors. In each inter-

nal reflection round (reflection order) at the FP etalon, phase

is further accumulated.

As each of the mirrors has partial reflectivity, it also has

partial transmissivity. In lossless mirrors, all energy which

is not reflected is transmitted, and vice versa. In each FP

internal-reflection order, some light leaks out of the etalon,

interfering with light of other reflection or transmission or-

ders (Fig. 3). This interference either enhances or inhibits

the overall transmissivity and reflectivity of the FP-etalon,

given respectively by the expressions

TFP(λ) =

[

1 +
4R

(1−R)2
sin

(

2πn

λ
d cos θc

)]−1

, (2)

RFP(λ) = 1− TFP(λ) . (3)

Generally, an interference filter can be more complex. It

can be made of multiple layers, each having a different re-

fractive index, thickness, and have some loss. However, the

general properties of interference filters used in SHYCs are

similar to those expressed in Eqs. (2,3):

(A) Strong reflection of non-transmitted light. Efficient

transmission in the pass-band of the filter.
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Figure 4. Calibrated transmissivity of the 16 narrow-band filters

used in our commercial sensor (Fig. 1). This data corresponds to

normal incidence. Data provided by the sensor manufacturer.

(B) The FP reflectivity and transmissivity strongly depend

on the wavelength. As an example, Fig. 4 plots the trans-

missivity of the 16 narrow-band filters used in our commer-

cial sensor (Fig. 1). This dependence can be engineered by

controlling the thickness and material of each layer in each

filter.

(C) The selectivity of a filter is defined by its finesse. Cor-

responding to the simple FP setup above, the finesse is de-

fined by the unit-less expression

F = π
[

2 arcsin(1−R)/(24R)
]−1

. (4)

The higher the finesse, the narrower the FP pass-band, and

consequently the stronger is the overall reflectivity of all

wavelengths outside this narrow pass-band.

(D) The FP optical transfer depends on the angle of inci-

dence. Having incidence tilted relative to the layer normal

biases the FP pass-band’s central wavelength, and some-

what also biases the width of the pass-band.

2.2. Lens Flare

Lens flare1 is a light transport phenomenon that occurs

in lenses [19]. As light traverses refractive elements in an

optical imaging system (lens elements), abrupt changes of

refractive index (particularly air/glass) induce weak partial

back-reflections at refractive surfaces. The back-reflected

light then traverses the optical system again, creating sec-

ondary weak reflections at the refractive surfaces. These

secondary reflections propagate towards the detector ar-

ray (Fig. 5a). Part of the energy of the secondary reflec-

tions reaches the detector array: this is lens flare. Another

component of the secondary reflection repeats the process

above, creating higher-order reflections which further con-

tribute to flare, though with diminishing energy. Odd-order

reflections direct energy out of the camera system.

The number of lens-elements in a compound camera lens

is M . The total number of secondary reflections [13] (in-

volving two surfaces) is Nsec = M(2M−1). Let the image

irradiance due to a scene source be Isource. Denote the typ-

ical reflectivity of a refractive surface as Rlens ≪ 1. A sec-

ondary reflection (involving two surfaces) thus yields image

1Lens flare is also referred to in the literature as lens glare, ghost reflec-

tions and stray light. These terms are interchangeable in this context.

Figure 5. [Top] Lens flare forms by secondary internal reflections

between lens surfaces. [Bottom] Light from the scene passes the

lens barrel and strongly back-reflects at an interference filter inside

the camera. The back-reflected light then makes a single reflection

at a lens surface or iris. This can create a strong FIIF, which biases

hyperspectral image measurements.

irradiance of an order O(IsourceR
2
lens). A 4th-order reflec-

tion yields image irradiance of an order O(IsourceR
4
lens). As

Rlens ≪ 1, all high order reflections are negligible, other

than secondary reflections. The lens flare irradiance Flens is

thus of an order

O(Flens) ∼ M(2M − 1)IsourceR
2
lens . (5)

Note that under typical illumination, flare intensity Flens

is incoherently added to the sensed image. Flare orders do

not interfere as coherent wave amplitudes. This is contrary

to reflection orders in a FP etalon, deliberated in Sec. 2.1.

The reason for this distinction stems from the coherence

length L of the incoming light. In natural lighting, L ≫ dn,

where the FP thickness d is O(micron), hence enabling in-

terference through the FP etalon. On the other hand, the

typical distance between lens element surfaces is O(mm)
which is longer than L, thus inhibiting coherent amplitude

interference between flare components.

For a simple glass/air interface, Rlens ≈ 4%. Anti-

reflection lens coatings in essentially all modern imag-

ing lenses reduce Rlens to ≈ 0.5%. Note, however, that

anti-reflection coatings are based on the FP principle of
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interference filtering, which makes them sensitive to the

light wavelength. Hence from this point on, we denote

lens reflectivity by Rlens(λ). In these conditions, typi-

cally O(Flens) ≈ 10−4Isource. For typical scene objects,

lens flare is thus negligible relative to flare-free scene ra-

diance, Isource. For lens flare to be significant, it must be

created by a source which is orders of magnitude brighter

than darker regions [22] in the field-of-view (FOV). Specif-

ically, the Sun is ≈ 105 brighter [12] than sun-illuminated

diffuse objects, hence the Sun is a common source of pro-

nounced lens-flare.

In contrast to lens-flare Flens, we show in the next sec-

tions that FIIF, denoted FFP, is much more severe. It is

significantly induced by ordinary scene points, everywhere.

Moreover, FFP is much brighter than Flens, as it capitalizes

also on first-order lens reflections.

3. Flare Due to Interference Filters

This section points out a new flare phenomenon, which

is caused specifically by the presence of narrow bandpass

interference filters inside a camera. Hence, this is an affect

which is created inside SHYCs, in which camera pixels are

directly overlayed with interference bandpass filters. This

section further provides order-of magnitude analysis of the

effect, theoretically indicating its severity. Afterwards, de-

tailed analysis which accounts for the high orders of reflec-

tion, spatial pattern of a hyperspectral filter array and cur-

vatures of elements in compound lenses is given by metic-

ulous simulations in Sec. 4. Experiments demonstrate the

effect in Sec. 5.

3.1. Single Reflection by a Lens

The analysis herein shows that FIIF is generally much

stronger than lens flare, and is caused by all scene points,

not only bright sources as the sun. An object having a

source spectrum Ixsource(λ) is projected onto a filter-covered

pixel x on the sensor plane. The filter’s transmissivity and

reflectivity are respectively Tx

FP(λ) and Rx

FP(λ), given in

Eqs. (2,3). Define by B(x) the FP narrow spectral pass-

band at x. As mentioned above, SHYCs which rely on

interference require narrow pass-bands (high finesse) and

high transmissivity of the pass-band. Hence, Rx

FP(λ) . 1 ,

∀λ /∈ B(x).
For ∀λ /∈ B(x), a major portion of the incident en-

ergy is thus back-reflected away from the detector array

(Fig. 5b), with energy O[Ixsource(λ)R
x

FP(λ)] ≈ Ixsource(λ).
The back-reflected light then partly reflects at any of the 2M
refractive (lens) surfaces, as described in Sec. 2.2, shoot-

ing radiance towards the detector array, creating a flare

component. Here, contrary to the model of Sec. 2.2, a

single reflection off any single lens surface creates a sig-

nificant flare irradiance (Fig. 5b). Due to the geometry

of most refractive surfaces, this flare is dispersed over a

region. FIIF projects generally beyond pixel x, to pixel

y, for which the filter pass-band B(y) 6= B(x). Hence

FP→lens reflections yield an FIIF component at y, of or-

der O[Ixsource(λ)R
x

FP(λ)Rlens(λ)T
y

FP(λ)].
The FIIF at pixel y due to filter reflection at pixel x is

denoted F single
FP (y, λ| x). Accounting for single reflections

from all 2M refractive surfaces, it is of order

O[F single
FP (y, λ| x)] ∼ (6)

2MIxsource(λ)R
x

FP(λ)Rlens(λ)T
y

FP(λ).

For wavelengths that are in B(y) but not in B(x),
Rx

FP(λ)T
y

FP(λ) . 1. Hence, Eq. (6) degenerates to

O[F single
FP (y, λ| x)] ∼ 2MIxsource(λ)Rlens(λ). (7)

The result in Eqs. (6,7) is significant. It means that the

spectral sample at pixel y is biased due to contamination

of spectral content from pixel x. Needless to say, pixel y

is usually affected by FIIF not only due to reflection from

pixel x, but from many additional pixels. Hence, the bias is

significant. FIIF does not necessitate a strong light source,

contrary to lens-flare. For example, for Rlens ≈ 0.5% (see

Sec. 2.2) and M = 7 lens elements, the bias measures sev-

eral percents. Since SHYCs are used mainly for demanding

sensing applications, such a bias may have a significant ef-

fect on results of these applications, if not accounted for.

3.2. Double Reflection by Lenses

The interference filters mounted on the detector

array create also significant secondary lens reflec-

tions. Consider the following sequence of reflections:

FP→lens→FP→lens. The first reflection by a lens sur-

face projects light towards the filter-covered detector array.

There, pixel z reflects efficiently light back to the lens bar-

rel. A secondary reflection by a lens surface projects light

again towards the filter-covered detector array. Part of this

light is captured by pixel y. The analysis generalizes that

of Sec. 3.1. Each such event creates a flare component of

order O[Ixsource(λ)R
x

FP(λ)R
2
lens(λ)R

z

FP(λ)T
y

FP(λ)].
There are 4M2 possibilities for secondary lens reflec-

tions, from 2M lens surfaces. Overall FIIF at pixel y due

to original incidence at pixel x and intermediate two lens

reflections is denoted F single
FP (y, λ| x). It is of order

O[F second
FP (y, λ| x)] ∼ (8)

4M2Ixsource(λ)R
x

FP(λ)R
2
lens(λ)T

y

FP(λ)
∑

z

Rz

FP(λ).

The z summation is over all Npixels pixels on the detec-

tor array. For wavelengths that are in B(y) but not in

∪{B(x),B(z)}, Eq. (8) degenerates to

O[F second
FP (y, λ| x)] ∼ 4M2NpixelsI

x

source(λ)R
2
lens(λ)

(9)
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The magnitude of this component resembles lens-flare, be-

ing scaled as M2R2
lens.

In careful tests, we found that some reflections are due

to the metallic blades of the lens iris. FIIF involving the

iris follows similar expressions to Eqs. (6-9), with minor

modifications: in Eqs. (6,7), the iris reflectivity Riris is used

instead of 2MRlens. In Eqs. (8,9), the term 4M2R2
lens is

replaced either by 4MRlensRiris (secondary reflections in-

volving a lens and iris) or by R2
iris (two interactions by the

iris).

3.3. Flare Contamination

The scene source is a flare-free spectral image,

Ixsource(λ), which is generally distributed over a domain of

pixels, up to the entire image domain Ω. The total optical

power of the source, as measured through the filter array is

Esource =
∑

x∈Ω

∫

λ

Ixsource(λ)T
x

FP(λ)dλ. (10)

Here wavelength integration is over the sensitivity domain

of the detector array beneath the filters, and spatial summa-

tion is over all pixels in the image domain.

Overall, FIIF includes many orders of reflections: they

involve any number of reflections by optical elements, and

all of these orders involve at least one reflection by inter-

ference filters. The result of FIIF (of all orders) is a flare

image, denoted FFP(y, λ). The total optical power of FIIF

is

EFP =
∑

y∈Ω

∫

λ

FFP(y, λ)dλ . (11)

We define the total FIIF contamination by

C = EFP/Esource . (12)

4. Simulations of the Phenomenon

To rigorously study FIIF, we used detailed simulations,

including optical setups modeled by the Zemax Opticstudio

software. Here are their details.

Detector array. An example off-the shelf SHYC is the

XIMEA MQ022HG-IM-SM4X4-VIS containing an IMEC

SNm4x4-VIS sensor. It is based on interference filters. We

matched the simulation to this camera, as much as possi-

ble. Correspondingly, the model uses a two-dimensional

1024 × 2048 array or pixels. Each pixel is covered by

a single interference (FP) filter, described below. The

pixelated filters are arranged in a 4 × 4 repetitive pattern

(Fig. 6). This setup records hyperspectral images with

effective spatial resolution of 256 × 512 pixels and 16
spectral bands.

FP filters. Each modeled filter is created by modeled mir-

rors and dielectric glass layers. Filters include metallic

Figure 6. A Layout of a simulated system, including Edmund Op-

tics a #59-870 16mm fixed focal length lens design. This lens con-

sists of 7 lens elements, two triplets and a front collimating lens.

This illustration samples a single ray from the source. This ray is

reflected by the spectral filter and then splits at lens surfaces.

Figure 7. [Top] 3D layout of a single SHYC filter array, arranged

into a 4 × 4 cell. [Bottom] Samples of four out of 16 simulated

functions Tx

FP(λ). Different filters have a distinguished pass-band,

which is somewhat affected by the incidence angle.

surfaces made of silver (Ag) and zinc-sulfide (ZnS), be-

ing 0.08− 0.10µm thick, and MGF2 glass layers whose

thickness is 1.5− 2µm. The Zemax software calculates the

spectral transmissivity and reflectivity of each filter, based

on these parameters. Consequently, we adjusted the thick-

ness and reflectivity of the layers (Fig. 7), so that the Zemax

software yields 16 filters, whose pass-bands resemble those

of the SNm4x4-VIS sensor.

Compound Lens. The lens model is a 16mm fixed-focus

lens by Edmund Optics, design #59 − 870. It consists of

7 lens elements, as published in [10]. The lens elements

in the model have a modelled anti-reflection coating

(Fig. 8[Left]).

Iris. The model iris blades are either partly-reflecting

metallic (Fig. 8[Right]), or completely absorbing. The iris
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Figure 8. [Left]—Simulated reflectivity of a lens anti-reflection

coating [Right] A metallic iris (Zemax-catalogue standard

METAL1 coating profile).

Figure 9. Simulated FIIF. The iris blades are absorptive.

[Top] Sample images. [Bottom] FIIF contamination as a function

of wavelength, in percents.

is set for f# = 1.4, 4, 16.

Light source. The object is an isotropic point source

having a broadband halogen spectrum. It was located either

on the optical axis of the camera, or 7.5o off-axis.

Light transport Each image was rendered by Zemax using

2 million rays. The sampling method of the rays is Sobol

Sequences Monte Carlo.

Corresponding to absorbing and metallic iris blades,

Figs. 9, 10 depict results using three different aperture sizes

and two source locations. Evidently, changing the source

position strongly affects the FIIF distribution. Some reflec-

tions involve lenses and some involve the iris. Closing the

iris reduces FIIF associated with lenses but increases FIIF

associated with a metallic-blade iris.

Based on these simulations, we numerically assessed the

FIIF contamination C (Eq. 12) as used in SHYCs. In our

simulations, we found that C ranges between 2% and 5%.

This is much higher than contamination by lens flare in

ordinary cameras, which is of O(10−4), as explained in

Figure 10. Simulated FIIF. The metallic iris blades are partly re-

flective. [Top] Sample images. [Bottom] FIIF contamination as a

function of wavelength, in percents.

Sec. 2.2.

5. Real-World Experimental Evidence

We demonstrated the magnitude of FIIF using a phys-

ical SHYC in real-world experiments. The setup is de-

picted in Fig. 11. As in the simulations, the experiments

use the SHYC model XIMEA MQ022HG-IM-SM4X4-VIS

containing an IMEC SNm4x4-VIS sensor. For comparison,

the experiments also used a standard camera having an RGB

Bayer-mosaic, as a reference. The reference was an IDS-

ML camera, which has a TELEDYNE E2V RGB sensor.

The two cameras were adjacent, observing the same scenes

using a lens of the same model, Edmund Optics 16mm

VIS-NIR #67-7142. The source was a DC-powered halo-

gen bulb, illuminating through a a diffuser and a pinhole,

effectively a small diffuse source.

Images taken by the SHYC are compared in Fig. 12 to

images taken by the reference RGB camera. This com-

parison reveals distinction between lens flare (reported in

prior art), to FIIF. The latter is generally brighter and spa-

tially more expansive. Fig. 13 shows images taken with the

SHYC, for several off-axis angles and f# values. FIIF is

significant, having wide breadth, and it is much stronger

than lens flare. The figure plots the FIIF contamination as a

function of wavelength. In all experiments, C ∼ 5%.

In addition to intensity changes, FIIF has a qualitative ef-

fect as it alters the acquired spectra in the affected sensor ar-

eas, demonstrated in Fig. 14[top]. To quantify the effect we

2We could not find a public Zemax model for this lens. Therefore, the

simulations used a slightly different lens.
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Figure 11. Depiction of our experimental setup. We placed an

RGB camera next to a SHYC. Both imaged the same light source

using lenses of the same model and settings. We used a 40W halo-

gen bulb placed behind the barrier.

Figure 12. [Left] High dynamic range measurements from our ex-

perimental setup, using an RGB camera. [Right] High dynamic

range measurements of the same setup, using a SHYC. FIIF has a

wider spatial spread than lens-flare.

imaged a color chart with our SHYC. The measured spectra

differ from the published ground truth ones. For valida-

tion, Fig. 14[bottom] depicts the SHYC spectral readings of

the same color chart under lighting conditions that resulted

in less FIIF. There the measurements are very close to the

ground truth spectra. Following standard conduct, the re-

flectance was calculated by dividing the measurements by

the gray patch measurement, which by itself may contain

FIIF. Nevertheless, the spectral effect of the FIIF is still vis-

ible.

Figure 13. [Top] Images of a small source (halogen lamp) and the

resulting FIIF at different spatial positions and f# values. [Bot-

tom] The contamination C in each of these setups.

6. Deflaring of Wide-Field Scenes

We demonstrate partial digital reduction of FIIF in exper-

iments. The experimental scenes were dense and wide-field,

i.e., not point sources. Consequently, many areas stretching

the extent of the FOV create FIIF. Hence, the FIIF is very

smooth and broad, spanning major regions of the FOV. This

is contrary to typical lens-flare, which is typically created by

the sun or other sparse and extremely bright point sources.

The method of Ref. [22] relies on a long sequence of the

scene, acquired through a large mask that includes occlud-

ing barriers. Its drawback is long acquisition time, which

implies imaging of static scenes. However, it is suitable for

diffuse flare, and indeed it was effective in our experiment,

summarized in Fig. 15.

Deflaring by motion [12] uses a very short sequence of

raw images taken while the camera slightly rotates laterally.

It is fast. However, post-processing in [12] exploits the fact

that lens-flare is typically spatially limited to a vicinity of

a line between two points: the projection of the sun (or an-

other bright point source) and the projection of the optical

axis. This is not the nature of FIIF caused by broad areas

having ordinary scene points. Hence, the approach of [12]

had only moderate success in countering FIIF. This experi-

ment is summarized in Fig. 16.

7. Discussion

The paper points out a significant and unreported draw-

back of SHYCs that are based on interference filters.

Narrow-band transmissive interference filters are highly re-

flective by nature. Embedded inside a camera, they create

strong stray light, which leads to strong and spatially broad

FIIF. The FIIF biases hyperspectral measurements of any
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Figure 14. FIIF has a qualitative effect as it changes the shape of

the measured spectra. [Top] Image of a color chart back lit by a

diffuse sky, recorded using our SHYC. The FIIF is broad. It affects

the measured spectra of the color patches (solid lines), which differ

from the ground truth spectra (dotted lines). [Bottom] The same

color chart is imaged under different lighting conditions that result

in less FIIF. Then, the measured spectra (solid) are very similar to

the ground truth spectra (dotted).

point, and this bias depends on the scene, i.e. on spectral

content in independent scene points.

We tested prior deflaring methods to counter FIIF. How-

ever, not all prior methods can suit FIIF. The interesting na-

ture of FIIF calls for newer deflaring methods. In addition,

it is possible that stronger solutions would involve optical

hardware methods to counter stray light. For example, the

Scheimpflug principle enables the sensor plane to be tilted

relative to the optical axis of the lens, while keeping the ob-

ject focused. In a tilted sensor-plane, stray light reflected by

the attached FP filters may significantly miss-out the lens

Figure 15. a) The entire scene with FIIF. b) The deflared scene.

c) One of the four frames we acquired of the scene, imaged

through a barrier that was shifted quickly across the scene. d) The

estimated flare. The flare has partial vertical patterns due to the

barrier’s shape.

Figure 16. a) Three out of four acquired images of an outdoor

scenes. The camera slightly rotated laterally between frames. FIIF

is strong. b) Result of deflaring using [12]. The improvement is

only moderate, because FIIF is very broad by nature.

elements, thereby reducing FIIF optically.

More interesting may be holistic approaches to optical

design, image sequences and post-processing algorithms, to

counter FIIF. For example, each spectral filter may multi-

plex several wavelength bands, so as to reduce reflection,

and spectral demultiplexing can be done computationally

in post-processing [2, 16]. Interference filters may include

lossy materials to reduce reflections, and lens anti-reflection

coatings may need to be co-designed with the hyperspectral

filters.
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